Context of the project
"Wikipedia is about building bridges, not walls" (Wales, 2016) .
Translation Studies is a one-year, full-time taught Masters programme at the University of Edinburgh which aims to enhance "practical skills in, and theoretical understanding of, translation as an activity" (The University of Edinburgh, 2019a, n.p.) . Between 2016 Between /2017 Between and 2018 Between /2019 to 30 students registered annually in the Translation Studies MSc, which supports a wide variety of languages (Arabic, Chinese, Danish, French, German, Japanese, Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish in 2018/2019.
The Wikipedia assignment is an elective component of the programme's independent study course, which runs as a semester-long assignment in the first and second semesters. Students are free to choose which language pair they work in but are encouraged to change language direction in Semester 2. The students are supported by the University of Edinburgh's 'Wikimedian in residence'; a digital skills trainer employed by the university's information services division in partnership with, and supported by, Wikimedia UK as the national chapter of the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. The residency is a free service to support staff and students to learn about, contribute to, and benefit from the Wikimedia Foundation's family of Open Knowledge projects, of which Wikipedia, the free and open encyclopaedia, is by far the best known. 
Intended outcomes
The formatively assessed independent study course is intended to give students much-needed authentic translation experience of 2,000-4,000 words each semester before they enter the world of work. Course leaders were keen to motivate students to complete this translation practice as it was a core objective of the Masters programme. The prospect of the students being able to actually publish their work online as a clearly demonstrable and lasting output of their studies, as well as one that could be added to and improved over time as a community project, was thought to be a great opportunity in keeping with the University of Edinburgh's (2019b) vision "to make a significant, sustainable and socially responsible contribution to the world" (n.p.).
A study by Selwyn and Gorard (2016) found that 87.5% of students were finding Wikipedia 'academically useful' in an introductory or clarificatory role. Course leaders were mindful that students were already using Wikipedia and therefore should be supported in developing good habits in terms of the necessary digital research skills ahead of undertaking their dissertation.
Wikipedia is the largest reference work on the internet, with 49 million articles in 302 different languages. Google's algorithm ranks Wikipedia articles so they routinely appear in the first page of search results. There is real agency to Wikipedia editing in terms of being able to surface knowledge between different languages and cultures. Addressing areas of underrepresentation and building understanding between different languages is particularly important when one considers how unevenly knowledge is spread between the approximately 302 different language Wikipedias (see Figure 1 below).
Following recent Wikipedia translation projects elsewhere (Al-Shehari, 2017; Martínez Carrasco, 2018) , this Wikipedia translation assignment was introduced to help motivate a diverse group of Masters students, working on a wide range of language combinations, to translate 2,000 words individually in each semester. The objective was to let them see the value of sharing their scholarship in a published context as a significant and demonstrable output of their studies that would last beyond the life of the assignment. This chapter further evidences how moving to a student-centred learning environment can improve motivation and further explores how "introducing collaborative projects with genuine outcomes, we can allow students to coherently develop the competences required for professional translators" (Al-Shehari, 2017, p. 371). 
Setting the context -empowering language activism
Two workshops at the beginning of the semester were facilitated by the Wikimedian in residence. The first workshop session introduces the students to the work of the Wikimedia Foundation, Wikipedia's main policies and guidelines, and how to create a user page using Wikipedia's new easy-to-use What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) visual editor interface. Next, the Content Translation tool must be enabled using the beta menu at the top right of any Wikipedia page (see Figure 2 below).
The first workshop closes with best practice on how to select a good article to work on so students can select one ahead of the next workshop. The students must each produce a translation of 2,000 words but can decide whether they will work individually, in pairs, or in groups to achieve this. They choose the language pair and subject matter, which should be one that interests them and will benefit readers when the translation is published. Figure 2 . Enabling content translation in the beta menu in preferences
Article selection
There are a number of criteria to be met to ensure the completion of the assignment goes smoothly. The chosen article needs to be:
• one that exists in the source Wikipedia and not in the target language Wikipedia (due diligence is required to check that the article does not already exist under another title);
• 2,000 words or more in length OR multiple articles totalling 2,000 words;
• well-referenced, with inline citations throughout (poorly referenced articles are likely to be deleted if they are published in a new Wikipedia);
• of suitable content and subject matter; and
• reasonably well structured and using language that represents a worthy level of linguistic challenge.
To this end, students are asked to look first at the featured articles on Wikipedia (the highest quality standard on Wikipedia) and the good articles (the second highest level of quality) to see if any are suitable for translation into another language. These featured and good articles are community reviewed to ensure they are of sufficient quality to appear on Wikipedia's front page (see Figure 3 below). The students are also shown how to use other open tools to find potential articles, such as:
• Wikipedia categories, such as 'articles needing translation from foreignlanguage Wikipedias' 5 ;
• Wikipedia portals;
• 'Gapfinder' tool 6 ; The goal of the Gapfinder tool's developers was to encourage Wikipedia editors to create important articles that are missing in their field of expertise/interest and in the languages they speak. The Gapfinder system (see Figure 4 below) consists of three components:
• finding which articles are missing in the first place by comparing content for every language pair in Wikipedia;
• ranking them by their importance, by predicting pageviews that the article would have, had it existed in the destination language; and
• recommending the most important articles to the best-suited editors. So that no student makes a poor choice of article to translate, they are given advice about how to assess article quality through paying attention to the use of inline citations throughout and the article's rating on Wikipedia's quality scale (stipulated on every article's Talk page). Potential articles are forwarded to the Wikimedian in residence and the teacher who approve them in collaboration, with the teacher assessing the suitability and linguistic complexity of each on a case-by-case basis. Once approval is received from both, then the article link and language pairs are added to the assignment page so the resident, teachers, and other students know which article each student is working on so any confusion (or duplication) is avoided.
The second two-hour workshop -normally held seven to ten days after the first workshop -is when the students get introduced to the Content Translation tool (see Figure 5 below) and begin the process of translating their article. This tool allows editors to create translations right next to the original article and automates the boring steps: copying text across, looking for corresponding links and categories, etc. The tool does a lot of the formatting work, pulling in text from the source text and automatically providing a machine translation version for most, though currently not all, language pairs, thus allowing students to focus on editing the text to create a translation that will read naturally in the target language. It also warns when the text contains too much machine translation (as shown at 100% in Figure 5 above) as it is Wikipedia consensus that an unedited machine translation is worse than having no article at all. Unedited machine translations are likely to be deleted on publishing. The tool does not have access to the visual editor dropdown menus at present, so students are encouraged to complete all the automated formatting migration, paragraph-by-paragraph, and then publish the resulting article to their personal draft space in the target Wikipedia so that more editing checks can be done ahead of publishing to the live space (see Figure 6 below). The cog wheel icon allows users to publish directly to the live article space in the target language Wikipedia or a draft space so that more editing work can be done there before publishing.
Figure 6. Publishing from the Content Translation tool
The second workshop provides students with an opportunity to see how to begin translating, check whether machine translation is available for their language pairs, and set up a draft space on the target language Wikipedia for working on the article outside of the Content Translation tool.
Drop-in clinics are offered every two weeks in a computing lab for students to ask the Wikimedian in residence formatting questions, otherwise students are left to work independently on the assignment.
The students are required to publish their translations by the end of the penultimate week of the semester, and to notify the Wikimedian when they are ready to do this, in case there are any issues at the point of publication. The students also upload Microsoft Word documents of their source article and translated article, complete with word count, to the institution's virtual learning environment.
Learning points -developing a successful methodology
To ensure a successful assignment, it is important to have someone who is 'Wikipedia-literate' to support the students and ensure they focus their efforts on translating rather than formatting articles. The Wikimedia Foundation has national chapters around the world who can be contacted as a first port-of-call for discussing the Wikimedian in residence model or in order to identify local Wikimedia volunteers who could support such an assignment.
Selecting an appropriate article at the beginning of the assignment is important to ensuring the translation does not run into issues on publishing, e.g. students publishing articles that already exist in the target Wikipedia, that are very similar to other articles, that have been worked on by their classmates, or have unreferenced sections. Following the criteria outlined above and making use of featured articles, good articles, and the Gapfinder tool are recommended to avoid such issues.
Checking the word count of the source article is useful for students to ascertain whether the translation will be an appropriate length for the assignment. While the Search tool can be used to look up articles, it includes references in its word count so it is not accurate enough for the purposes of the assignment. Students are advised instead to copy the main body of the article's text, excluding notes, references, bibliographies etc., into a Word document to determine a more accurate word count. Alternatively, the Word Count tool (see McAndrew, 2017) , created by Dr Alex Chow of the University of Edinburgh, can be used to count the words of the main text of any article on English Wikipedia.
Although preparing the assignment in the right way is important, it is also helpful to ensure the article is published in accordance with Wikipedia's norms and conventions, so an 'aftercare' methodology has also been developed. Publishing newly translated articles is an important juncture for anyone supporting translation workshops or assignments. Although the Content Translation tool helps with removing a lot of the headaches associated with formatting new Wikipedia pages, a number of elements may need to be checked over, in particular:
• Does the article contain too much machine translation?
• Does it read naturally?
• Is it well structured and coherent?
• Is it well-referenced? Are there sufficient inline citations throughout the article?
• Are any paragraphs misaligned?
• Has the tool struggled with copying across citations, tables, infoboxes, etc.?
• Have images been copied across correctly? (This includes checking licenses).
• Are there any typos, grammatical errors, or empty headings?
If any of these issues have occurred the article should not be published onto the target Wikipedia until they are corrected.
Once students are logged in to Wikipedia, they can tick the blue star icon on a page to add it to their Watchlist (see Figure 7 below ). This means they will be notified of any changes to the articles and can monitor them during the important first few days of their infancy on the target Wikipedia. Template boxes can be added to the article to flag up that the student editor is a new user, the article is still being worked on, is a translated page, or is part of an education assignment, etc.
Feedback from students and staff
An online survey was emailed to students at the end of the assignment to complete anonymously. • seven out of ten agreed with the statement: I better understand how to evaluate online information;
• seven out of ten agreed or strongly agreed with the statement: I better understand how to use and share online information; and
• six out of ten agreed with the statement: I have become better at creating and contributing to online information.
Upon completion of the second semester's Wikipedia translation assignment, video interviews were also conducted with the course leaders and students to elicit feedback on their experience of the assignment (see supplementary materials for more detailed data). Feedback from students indicated that:
• they were engaged and enthusiastic about Wikimedia's mission to share knowledge globally;
• they were selecting texts they were interested in;
• they were getting much-needed published translation practice which they could use when getting a job;
• they were learning new skills and developing information and digital literacy; and
• they were enjoying the assignment.
Participating teachers were pleased that the students were:
• getting the necessary practical experience they needed;
• engaging in problem solving and critical thinking;
• engaging with how knowledge is shared around the world;
• writing neutrally for a Wikipedia audience;
• considering the verifiability of the information they were presented with;
• evaluating to what extent the translator should ever intervene; and
• learning academic research and writing skills which should stand them in good stead for their dissertation.
Conclusion
Far from being anathema in academia, this case study has demonstrated that Wikipedia has a lot to offer to teaching and learning, particularly in the context of teaching languages and translation. Translating between different language Wikipedias is a really impactful way to help build understanding between language communities and helps students to: (1) understand how knowledge is created, curated, and contested online; (2) create a new open educational resource that lasts beyond the lifetime of their assignment and can be added to and improved as a community project over time; and (3) achieve much-needed and meaningful published translation practice ahead of entering the world of work.
